
Dear AWA Member             

We hope everyone is well and having a good summer.  It has been a cold and rainy 
summer here in Alaska, but finally getting warmer.  The salmon seem confused this 
year, the runs are about a month late.  Hope the salmon arrive by August.  The 
fireweed is only about 3 feet so far, usually is about 5-6 by now and blooming.  We 
have seen many moose so far 87 sighting, a few bears, lots of Sand hill cranes and 
bald eagles.

The September 9 meeting will still be virtual starting at 6p, however, I am excited to 
let you know that our October 7 meeting will be in person at AAG at 6pm. 

We will also offer that meeting via virtual zoom connection going forward for anyone 
who cannot attend in person. We will be limited to prepackaged snacks for now.  You will also need to sign an 
AAG liability form when you arrive.  We look forward to seeing everyone.

It will be great to see everyone together again and share our art stories.  It is almost time for the Fall show, 
please see the website to get the prospectus and send your entries in. Best of luck to all and happy painting.

We do have several new members on the board that will we introduce at the meetings, Thanks you to Marion 
Droge who will be leading the Juror Workshops. Thank you to Marilyn Burrows who has volunteered to be our 
new Treasure.  Both these position are critical to running AWA, please thank them for their service.

We still need additional people to run the organization, it takes a community to make this work. 

We still do many things manually and we are working on getting more automations to minimize paper work, 
create online payments and to stop keeping track of things manually. 

We need a financial Secretary to write checks it only takes about 1 hour a month and attending the board 
meetings.

We also need a new President, starting January 1, 2022, as I will be stepping down then.

Please take the time to review the posting on page two. It is a list of positions that need to be filled, and a job 
description for the tasks to be performed.

Thank you to the people that responded to the survey. We learned many things from the survey and you will 
find a summary in this newsletter.  One item is the meeting time, which is why we are moving the meetings 
to 6pm so that people can get home earlier.  

We have an exciting year planned and hope everyone can attend and participate.

Please contact me if you can help, any amount of time is greatly appreciated.  Keep painting and be well.

Thanks,

Bruce

SEPTEMBER 2021
Visit our website: azwatercolor.com

FOLLOW US:
AWA - AZ Watercolor Association

President’s Message
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If we are to continue as a viable organization, we need to contribute our time to keep functioning. Sometimes we 
hesitate because we are concerned that we might not know the task requirements and what is expected of us. Mentors 
are available to help you get started.

Financial Secretary A volunteer who can write checks for the bills (not many each month) and make sure that the 
request form gets to the treasurer so we can update QuickBooks. Committment:   1-2 hours month 

Co Exhibition Help

Someone to help review entry photos to accept or reject them (size issues) so we can send to Juror                                                                             

Someone to take checks and make deposit for entries

Someone to book Juror, flights, hotels, transportation and get check request into person writing checks

Someone to make calls to help find new locations to have future shows

Someone to research Artist to be Juror (we plan 2+ years out, to Jury show and awards, do meeting demo and perform 
two (2 day) totals of 4-day Workshops.  Two events per year.

Requires about 2-4 hours per month all year

President, starting Jan 2022, 

Bruce has been on the board for 12 years, and someone else needs to drive AWA. He has done juror workshops 4 years, 
treasurer 4 years, Exhibitions, and President 3 years.

He will take over Community Outreach in January 2022, so he will still stay active, but we need a new Leader to move 
us forward.  4-6+ Hours per week   

Membership Chair

Collect membership dues, keep membership list current, solicit new ways to grow membership, Hours vary and will be 
reduced when website payment is installed by end of this year.

It takes a village....
Let’s step up and get these positions filled!

AWA MEMBERSHIP REMINDER

2020-2021 membership is EXTENDED until Dec. 2021!

You may enjoy the meetings, newsletters, and entry into the Member’s show without worry!

Mark your calendar for renewal in December. Dues for AWA will coincide with the calendar year from this point 
forward.

Thank you to the Board for this extension.
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Join David on a Watercolor Journey, learning the most valuable watercolor concepts and techniques.  This workshop 
will save you countless hours of trial & error by demonstrating approaches in an easily understood manner that will 
open new doors of discovery and creativity.  Participants will be provided reference photos and step-by-step instruction 
through all stages of the painting process.  The workshop is packed with demos and guided practice.  Regardless of your 
level of experience, whether the subject matter is a City Scene, Landscape, or Misty Lake, you’re almost guaranteed to 
leave with a handsome work of art, and the skills, concepts, and confidence to take your paintings to a higher level.  David 
will demonstrate a wide variety of techniques, including “wet-on-wet,” “spattering,” “spraying,” linking shapes based on 
values, while learning about edge qualities, the different consistencies of paint, and moisture qualities of paper – methods 
and approaches that will keep your paintings fresh with exciting blends and textures, and keep you inspired and eager to 
explore your new watercolor capabilities long into the future. 

Since he will be teaching two 2-day workshops, he will tackle 
different paintings in each session.  The first session will include 
Misty Lake and the Cinque Terre Landscape.  And the second 
session he will include River Scene with rocks under water and a 
Landscape.

David R Smith, AWS, NWS

Juror Workshop: David R. Smith

2-day workshops- $200/member
October 6-7 and 8-9  (9am - 4pm)
AAG Building

Register Now!
Forms can be found online:

https://azwatercolor.com/juror-workshop/
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John Erwin is a popular AWA artist whose friendly humor and 
relaxed manner delights attendees in his workshops.  He has 
previously introduced unusual techniques such as charcoal throws 
and tissue paper collage to create unique work with watercolor.  
His new workshop in November will focus on spontaneous and 
fluid watercolor landscapes.  Using a wet-into-wet approach, soft 
and loose landscapes can be created that draw on the viewer’s 
imagination.

“Painting with Flowing Colors”
John Erwin

Nov. 13, 2021
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Member Workshop News
By Karen Gray

September General Meeting 
Critique by Julie Pollard

Don’t miss this! 

t

As we all look forward to a new AWA season resuming our meetings, workshops, and exhibitions, we want to let you know 
about the topic for our upcoming general meeting in September.  The meeting on September 9 will be VIRTUAL.  A zoom 
invitation will be sent to all of the membership closer to the date.  The start time will be 6:00 for this meeting.  

During the meeting, our local famous artist, Julie Pollard, will be 
conducting a critique of paintings previously submitted by participating 
membership.  She will illustrate her suggestions for enhancements by using 
her computer stylus.  Julie would like to have the opportunity to review 
and analyze the artwork prior to the actual meeting.  Then during the 
meeting, she will share her computer screen to demonstrate the revisions 
she made in sequential order using the stylus.  Anyone who is interested 
in having Julie critique one of their paintings will need to submit their 
digital image before September 1.  At her discretion, Julie may need to 
limit number of paintings that she is able to critique during the meeting.  
Hopefully there will be plenty of work submitted for evaluation.  If you are 
interested in participating in the critique, please email your entry to our 
member workshop email address:  AWAMemberWorkshops@gmail.com

Later in the 2021-2022 season, several highly recognized AWA member artists will be conducting full day in-person 
workshops for the months of November, January, February, and March.  We are all excited to be able to get together 
in person again at the AAG building.  In November, John Erwin will delight us with his energy and humor during his 
workshop titled “Painting with Flowing Colors”.  He will illustrate the use of wet-into-wet techniques to create soft 
watercolor landscapes.   In January, Kim Johnson Nechtman will conduct her workshop on painting animals in watercolor.  
Kim always dazzles us with her use of color and style.  Then in February, Lynda Burruss will hold her “Let’s Get Whimsical 
“workshop.  She will call on us to find our inner muse to create a stylized painting.  And finally in March, Dyanne Locati 
will teach us her process of achieving abstraction in landscapes or other subjects.  Successful abstraction is challenging to 
accomplish, and Dyanne is an expert.  We all look forward to advancing our artistic skills through participation in these 
enriching workshops!  You can find the registration form for the 2021-2022 season on the AWA website.

Karen Gray - Member Workshop Chair

Bobbi Fischer - Member Workshop Co-Chair
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This class will help you learn to be loose and colorful with watercolors. We will concentrate on shapes, composition, the 
application of paint with correct values, and letting the color mix on your paper. You’ll learn about lost and found edges 
for interest and movement, integrating the foreground with the background to make a cohesive painting, and connecting 
shapes. Participants will gain confidence, learn to be more analytical of your own and other’s paintings, and upgrade your 
own abilities. 

WFWS 47th Annual Exhibition will be hosted by the New Mexico Watercolor Society from May 6 to June 5th, 2022 in 
Albuquerque.  Entries will be due at the end of this calendar year.  As AWA members, you are automatically a member of 
the WFWS and may enter this prestigious event!

The Delegates and Alternates representing the states included in the Western Federation of Watercolor Societies are 
working on a new and more clear prospectus for the next show.  These standards will clearly explain originality and the 
use of ONLY personal source material, including photos.  Please keep this in mind as you continue your creative endeavors 
for entry into shows. Further information and the prospectus will be coming soon.

Congratulations to Candice Diaz for achieving Signature Status this year, and to Grace Haverty, Mickey Daniels,  and 
Carole Hillsbery for achieving Master Status (8 WFed accepted paintings).

Tanya Lemma and David Amsellem, AWA Delegates to WFWS

Western Federation of Watercolor Societies

Loose and Colorful Animals Paintings
Kim Johnson Nechtman

January 22, 2022
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During the month of May 2021, a survey was sent out to all of the AWA members.  The intent of the survey was to 
determine which aspects of AWA were most important to the membership, and also to determine a future course of action 
to keep the organization vibrant and useful.  Responses were received from approximately 20% of the total membership.

Overall, there was general consensus that it was important to continue to hold workshops and exhibitions.  Several 
comments suggested that the focus of the general meetings could be adjusted to include more instructional information.  
While there was interest in having lessons on composition and design, there was much interest in learning how to sell 
our artwork.  Therefore, the AWA board members will look at options for providing instruction for using social media 
platforms such as Facebook and Instagram.  Also, efforts to promote all statewide exhibition opportunities will continue.

The inquiry about desirable subject matter for workshops showed widespread interests with every subject getting a positive 
score except “super realism”.  It was also apparent that everyone is eager to return to in-person workshops.   Those of us 
who enjoyed the treats at both meetings and workshops will be sorry to learn that sharing of food is no longer supported 
by the membership.  Additionally, the leadership of AAG has ruled that food and beverages, other than water, will no 
longer be allowed in the building.

On the subject of meeting frequency, there was member support for reducing the number of general meetings held per 
year.  The board members will consider the possibility of eliminating two in-person general meetings.  In lieu of a general 
meeting, an instructional virtual meeting using zoom may be scheduled as an alternative.  Another consideration is to 
replace the general meetings for October and April with the receptions held for the juror exhibitions those months.

The single survey question that overwhelmingly received a positive response was to automate payments for member dues, 
workshops, and exhibitions via the AWA website.  The board has acknowledged this request and is forming a task force to 
analyze available product options and work toward implementation.  It will take considerable time and effort to organize 
online payment ability and update the AWA website, but those efforts should result in greater efficiency for everyone.

Thank you for participating in the survey and for your ongoing support of AWA.  We would like to encourage our members 
to consider available board member opportunities.  Let’s keep our organization moving forward.

Karen Gray
Member Workshop Chair

The prospectus was sent out via email and the deadline is coming up fast on August 19th!  Be sure to tell your friends 
to get their applications and images in ASAP.  We are going to be very busy trying to get the submittals together for 
the juror a few days after the deadline. 

 

The Exhibition Team:  Marion Droge, Tanya Lemma and Betsy Aguirre, have been discussing what we can do to make 
the processing and the installation of the artwork less confusing.  The Exhibition Team will be able to make decisions 
such as:  If artwork is in good condition, if it will be accepted, and where it will hang.  The art will be checked in up 
front, and we will have people assigned to help us hang.  

New locations for the 2022 calendar are being sought. Efforts are being made to lock in locations more centrally 
located or on the west side of Phoenix.  There are not many venues left and a lot of competition, so if anyone has any 
good venue ideas, please forward them to Betsy Aguirre as soon as possible.   

AWA  FALL Exhibition
Scottsdale Civic Center

AWA Member Survey Results



Del Decil Scholarship News

April 6th, AAG & AWA scholarship committee met to select the scholarship recipients. Five people spent 3 hours 
carefully going over each candidate’s submission. The applicant must submit three images and a statement that 
explains their interests and how they plan to use their education. The process starts with a quick overview… 
then, we start taking people out of the running. The hard part is getting down to the last few that will not make 
the cut. The artists statement plays an important role in this decision. As scholarship chair, I have the final say 
on AWA selections, however, I also ask for the committee’s input on my decisions.

There were many entries with ceramic/clay, wood installation and printmaking as a focus. Several artists working 
in water media, drawing and charcoal were eligible to be selected for our awards. 

After much deliberation we came to the conclusion to award two artists with the AWA – Del Decil scholarships:

q Hanna Schlossmacher – ASU student – Major in Painting – $1,000.

q Kelsey Phillips – ASU student – Major in Drawing and Painting - $2,000.

AWA is honored to reward students that pursue education in the arts and especially painting.

Dyanne Locati, AWA Scholarship Chair

Carole Matthews, AWA Scholarship Raffle Table

Del Decil Scholarship Fund
Stella Waters Decil (Del) was a prolific oil and watercolor artist and longtime member of AWA.  A popular 
workshop instructor and juror in Arizona and New Mexico, she was a teacher of painting and drawing for the 
Phoenix Art Museum, Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department.  She critiqued art students at Maricopa Tech 
and was a juror of the Youth Division AZ State Fair.  She was published in numerous magazines and newspapers, 
and her paintings hung in several collections in 20 states.  

A monetary legacy was bequeathed from her estate to be used for college art students.  This program was 
developed in 2009 under the direction of AWA President, Diane Parnitzke.  The program offers up to $3000, 
to be awarded to the student (s) whose artwork demonstrates artistic merit and achievement in the area of 
water-media.  The winning student (s) receives the scholarship to the school of their choice for tuition/books/
art materials.  

Joint Venture with AWA and AAG
AWA was fortunate to recently join Arizona Artists Guild Scholarship Committee in the task of finding candidates 
for the AWA Del Decil Scholarship.  AAG is well known among the local colleges and frequently had candidates 
who submitted water media artworks to their committee.  Because of these contacts, and the well-established 
process, AWA was able to reach a broader group of students to receive our scholarship.  Note:  the Del Decil 
Scholarship is given from the fund established by Del Decil in her legacy and does not impact AWA’s operating 
funds.  
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Newsletter Submissions: Send articles or member news updates to: Janice Wittwer at janwittwer@icloud.com. News for the following month’s newsletter will be due by the 3rd 
Thursday and the newsletter will go out the 4th Thursday of the month for the following month.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

President
Bruce Sink ...............................................602-738-8121
1st Vice President (Programs)
Harvey Wood ...........................................602-246-2986
2nd Vice President (Membership Exhibitions)
Betsy Aguirre ...........................................602-430-1889
Co-Chair:  ....................................................Opportunity
3rd Vice President (Membership/Database)
Tanya Lemma ..........................................253-222-1432
Recording Secretary
Christine Oliver ........................................602-992-8022
Corresponding Secretary (Newsletter Distribution)
Lizabeth Gordon ......................................623-487-0345
Treasurer .............................................Marilyn Burrows
Financial Secretary....................................Opportunity
Western Fed Delegate
David Amsellem .......................................480-216-3938
Alternate: Tanya Lemma ..........................253-222-1432
Director at Large (National Exhibition) -Opportunity
Director at Large (Juror Workshops)
Marion Droge ...........................................602-380-7834
Co-Director:  ...................................... Lauralee Stenzel  
Director at Large (Member Workshops)

Karen Gray ..............................................480-980-7457
Co-Director: Bobbie Fisher ....................703-395-4021
President Emeritus
Ruth Philliben ..........................................602-228-1217

COMMITTEES

AZ Art Alliance
Judy Delmonico-Roll................................480-990-1359
Bylaws, Parliamentarian
Dolly Maitzen ...........................................602-867-8155
Community Outreach ................................Opportunity
Directory Information ................................Opportunity
E-blast Publisher
Myra Feldman..........................................480-467-4460
Fun Table
Katherine Kurgen.....................................480-636-9130
Historian
Bonnie Cheney ........................................623-572-5904
Honoree
Sherry Kimmel .........................................602-300-1648
Honor Society
Shirley Klein Kleppe ................................602-315-9415

Merchant Awards
Linda Thiel ...............................................623-582-0830
Awards Certificates
Nancy Herbst ...........................................480-839-8827
Newsletter Chief Editor
.....................................................................Opportunity
Newsletter Publisher
Janice Wittwer .........................................970-799-1720
Photography ..............................................Opportunity
Scholarships Chair ............................... Dyanne Locati 
Scholarship raffle table:  ..................... Carole Matthews
Social Committee
.....................................................................Opportunity
Co-Chair: Gurukirn Khalsa ......................602-510-1541
Membership Chair
Tanya Lemma, Acting Chair.....................253-222-1432
Student Membership
Candice Diaz ...........................................602-510-6810
WebMaster
David Amsellem .......................................480-216-3938
Western Fed Co-Chair
David Amsellem .......................................480-216-3938

“The Heat is On” – July 11 – August 31, 2021

This Virtual Exhibition can be viewed on the Alliance website (azartalliance.com).  
Participating AWA Artists:  Lisa Eve Costanza, Karen Gray, Melanie Harman, Tanya 
Lemma, Clarice McIlvain, Anshu Priya, Pamela Root, and Risa Waldt.  Congratulations 
to Melanie Harman who received an Honorable Mention for “Tuna Wharf”!  

The Arizona Art Alliance will be partnering with Pinnacle Peak Presbyterian Church in North Scottsdale to display Member 
Organizations’ art next year.  A Call for Art will be issued and artwork will be juried for entry.  More info to come.

Arizona Art Alliance News

Gratitude Project:
As a “thank you” to healthcare workers, artists will create 6 x 6 inch artworks (on canvas panels provided by the Alliance) 
to be displayed at hospitals and subsequently donated to healthcare workers or kept in the hospital’s permanent collection.  
We will use a botanical theme for the artworks.  Distribution of the 6 x 6 panels will be at the October AWA Meeting.  If 
you would like to e-mail me in advance, I will know how many to have available (jdelmonico-roll@cox.net).  Please let me 
know if you would like more than one canvas.  Your finished artworks will be collected at the November AWA Meeting.  We 
will have labels for the backs of the works to fill in artists’ info.  A January time frame for the exhibits is planned.  Thank 
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